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Before Obamacare...

Liberals say up to 36,000 people will die if Obamacare is repealed. That’s ludicrous. Where are the pre-Obamacare graves? Liberals also oppose repealing ‘guaranteed issue,’ which requires insurers to cover the uninsurable and charge them the same price as healthy people, even if they never paid any premiums before they got sick.

This has caused skyrocketing premiums. Healthy people refuse to buy unaffordable insurance shrinking the pool of money for people with uninsurable conditions, and forcing premiums even higher. Before Obamacare, there were four kinds of coverage: affordable insurance, employer insurance, state high-risk pools for the uninsurable and charity. Let’s repeal Obamacare.


“Here’s how many people could die every year if Obamacare is repealed,” Ian Millhiser, ThinkProgress, December 7, 2016.
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